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Abstract Major sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs), vortex formation, and final breakdown dates
are key highlight points of the stratospheric polar vortex. These phenomena are relevant for
stratosphere‐troposphere coupling, which explains the interest in understanding their future changes.
However, up to now, there is not a clear consensus on which projected changes to the polar vortex are
robust, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, possibly due to short data record or relatively moderate
CO2 forcing. The new simulations performed under the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project,
Phase 6, together with the long daily data requirements of the DynVarMIP project in preindustrial and
quadrupled CO2 (4xCO2) forcing simulations provide a new opportunity to revisit this topic by
overcoming the limitations mentioned above. In this study, we analyze this new model output to
document the change, if any, in the frequency of SSWs under 4xCO2 forcing. Our analysis reveals a large
disagreement across the models as to the sign of this change, even though most models show a
statistically significant change. As for the near‐surface response to SSWs, the models, however, are in
good agreement as to this signal over the North Atlantic: There is no indication of a change under 4xCO2

forcing. Over the Pacific, however, the change is more uncertain, with some indication that there will
be a larger mean response. Finally, the models show robust changes to the seasonal cycle in the
stratosphere. Specifically, we find a longer duration of the stratospheric polar vortex and thus a longer
season of stratosphere‐troposphere coupling.

1. Introduction

The stratospheric polar vortex is a strong wintertime circumpolar cyclonic circulation that isolates the polar
air masses from air in the lower latitudes (Andrews et al., 1987). The stratospheric polar vortex forms in
Autumn as solar heating vanishes at the pole, establishing strong meridional temperature gradients. The
vortex intensifies during winter and then decays in spring as sunlight returns to high latitudes. The spring-
time breakdown of the vortex, when the zonal winds revert to easterlies, is also known as the stratospheric
final warming (SFW).
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Interest in the polar vortex has increased in the last decades for two different reasons. First, the magnitude of
the Antarctic ozone hole is dependent on the state of the polar vortex, as a strong polar vortex is associated
with colder temperatures (crucial for heterogeneous ozone chemistry) and reduced mixing with ozone‐rich
midlatitude air (Schoeberl & Hartmann, 1991). Second, polar stratospheric variability is known to affect not
only the stratosphere but also the troposphere, typically projecting onto Annular Mode patterns (e.g.,
Baldwin & Dunkerton, 2001 ; Kidston et al., 2015). Polar stratospheric variability peaks in the winter hemi-
sphere when the polar vortex is present, as a major source of stratospheric variability is upward propagating,
planetary‐scale Rossby waves from the troposphere below (Charney & Drazin, 1961). Under linear theory,
the vertical propagation of Rossby waves is limited to regions with westerly winds (Andrews et al., 1987).
Furthermore, because wave activity is greater in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) than in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH), so is the polar stratospheric variability. In the SH, stratospheric variability, and thus
the coupling to the troposphere, is mainly associated with SFW (Black & McDaniel, 2007). In the NH apart
from SFWs (Ayarzagüena & Serrano, 2009; Black et al., 2006; Hardiman et al., 2011), this coupling is primar-
ily associated with polar vortex extremes, in particular, major sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). SSWs
happen in midwinter and consist in a reversal of wintertime polar stratospheric circulation with a subse-
quent recovery of the polar vortex after the event. The tropospheric signal of SSWs can persist for up to
2 months after the occurrence of each event (Charlton & Polvani, 2007). Although the exact mechanism
for this downward influence is still unclear, different hypothesis have been presented in the literature such
as wave reflection, downward control, or responses to stratospheric redistributions of potential vorticity,
among others (Song & Robinson, 2004, and references herein). In most of these theories, the role of the cir-
culation anomalies of the lower stratosphere was found to be extremely important to define the impact on
the troposphere. Indeed, recently, Hitchcock et al. (2013) defined a subset of SSWs, called Polar‐night Jet
Oscillation events (PJOs), which are characterized by a very persistent warm polar lower stratosphere and
whose signal in the troposphere is particularly strong and persistent too.

The importance of polar vortex variability for both atmospheric dynamics and ozone chemistry has spurred
considerable efforts in identifying if and how the stratospheric polar vortex might respond to increasing
greenhouse gases (GHGs). While several studies have been devoted to this question, there is not consensus
at this time on which projected changes to the polar vortex are robust. Here, and throughout the paper, we
use the word robust to mean a strong agreement across many models as to the size and amplitude of the
changes to the stratospheric polar vortex under increased GHG. To offer a trivial example, a two‐model
ensemble in which one model predicted a halving of SSW frequency and the other model predicted a dou-
bling of SSW frequency would not represent a robust prediction of future changes, although both these
changes might be statistically significant in eachmodel. On the contrary, if one model predicted a significant
increase of SSW frequency by a factor of 2.5 and the other by a factor of 2, we would regard this as a
robust prediction.

Early studies using simple models demonstrated polar stratospheric cooling under increased GHG forcing
(Fels et al., 1980; Manabe & Wetherland, 1967). Global atmospheric modeling work in the 1990s (with pre-
scribed changes in sea surface temperatures) projected a boreal polar warming in winter but no consensus
on the changes in the number of SSWs (Butchart et al., 2000; Mahfouf et al., 1994; Rind et al., 1990; Rind
et al., 1998). Moreover, after decades of improvement in modeling the stratosphere, a clear consensus about
future changes to the polar vortex is still missing. For instance, one can find in the literature a number of
single‐model studies that report a significant increase in the frequency of SSWs in the future (Charlton‐
Pérez et al., 2008; Bell et al., 2010), while other studies report a nonstatistically significant increase (e.g.,
Ayarzagüena et al., 2013; Mitchell, Osprey, et al., 2012) and others no significant change in SSW frequency
at all (Karpechko &Manzini, 2012; McLandress & Shepherd, 2009; Scaife et al., 2012). Multimodel intercom-
parisons of Chemistry Climate Model Validation (CCMVal) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5
(CMIP5) models have reported large discrepancies in the sign of change among models (Kim et al., 2017;
Mitchell, Charlton‐Perez, et al., 2012).

Recently, Ayarzagüena et al. (2018) revisited this topic, trying to overcome some of the issues suggested in
the literature as potential reasons for this disagreement, such as the use of one single model in the analysis
or the dependence of results on the SSW identification criterion. They analyzed 12 different models partici-
pating in the Chemistry Climate Model Initiative (CCMI) and applied several different (absolute and rela-
tive) criteria for the identification of SSWs. The outcome was again a lack of a significant change in SSWs
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frequency in the future, although most of the models predicted a slight increase in the frequency of these,
regardless of the SSW identification algorithm. Onemight argue, however, that the limited data record avail-
able (40 years in each period of study), and the relatively moderate GHG forcing used in the central CCMI
scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway 6.0, RCP6.0), might be insufficient to detect significant
changes in SSWs in those simulations.

The new CMIP6 model generation together with the special data requirements of the DynVarMIP project
(Gerber & Manzini, 2016) provides a new opportunity to revisit the question of the effects of increasing
CO2 on the interannual variability of the stratospheric polar vortex. The very long daily data record at strato-
spheric levels of the Diagnostic, Evaluation, and Characterization of Klima (DECK) experiments allows us,
for the first time, to try to isolate forced changes in stratospheric variability in a larger ensemble of high‐top
models than possible previously (Eyring et al., 2016). Specifically, one of these DECK simulations consists of
a very high CO2 forcing (abrupt4xCO2), enabling the exploration of changes in the vortex variability under
an extreme future scenario. Furthermore, the daily output of the 1pctCO2 simulation with a gradual increase
of CO2 allows us to investigate the time of emergence of SSW changes.

The goal of this study is to analyze the potential changes in the interannual variability of the polar vortex due
to increasing CO2 concentrations, as simulated by CMIP6 models. Apart from the mentioned new possibili-
ties opened up by the availability of CMIP6 data, we have also examined other characteristics that are rele-
vant for the stratosphere‐troposphere coupling such as the seasonal cycle of the polar vortex, that is,
formation and final breakdown, in both hemispheres, as well as changes in stratosphere‐troposphere cou-
pling during SSWs, given the importance of these aspects for tropospheric impacts and predictability.
However, we do not aim here to fully diagnose stratospheric variability in the CMIP6 models nor to explain
in detail why models differ in their estimates of the sensitivity of the stratospheric polar vortex to CO2 for-
cing. Instead, we simply aim to provide a timely, quantitative estimate of how stratospheric variability might
change under CO2 forcing since this information is of critical importance to the upcoming
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR6 report and for future work on the stratosphere
in CMIP6 models.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data

In this study we analyze the daily output of DECK simulations by 12 CMIP6 models participating in the
DynVarMIP initiative (Table 1). All the models are coupled to an ocean and sea ice model, and most (8
out of 12) are “high‐top” models, defined by having a model top at or above 0.1 hPa as in Domeisen et al.
(2019). A priori, we expect the high‐topmodels to havemore realistic polar stratospheric variability and, con-
sequently, to better simulate SSWs, and their frequency and surface impacts, than low‐topmodels (Charlton‐
Pérez et al., 2013). For the CMIP6 ensemble, there is a much larger number of models that have a highmodel
top than in the previous CMIP5 ensemble. In order to make sure our model sample is unbiased, only a single
member of each model ensemble is analyzed here; details are shown in Table 1.

We focus on four DECK experiments (Eyring et al., 2016), each of them used for different purposes. The his-
torical run is employed for model validation: We compare the simulated SSW frequency, intensity, and sea-
sonality to the values obtained from the JRA‐55 reanalysis (Kobayashi et al., 2015). In fact, we have
specifically restricted the analysis period to 1958–2014 to perform a rigorous quantitative comparison with
JRA‐55. This reanalysis shows a very good performance in representing SSWs (Ayarzagüena et al., 2019)
and is the most modern reanalyses of the three that extend longer than the satellite era and assimilate more
than surface data (ERA‐40, NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, and JRA‐55).

The preindustrial Control (piControl) experiment is used for two purposes. Since it contains a very long data
record (more than 450 years for most of the models; Table 1), it is used to characterize both the baseline esti-
mates of SSW frequency and intensity and to characterize internal atmospheric variability in SSW frequency
and trends.

The abrupt4xCO2 and 1pctCO2 runs are used to examine the impact of CO2 forcing on SSW properties. Both
simulations extend 150 years (except for the abrupt4xCO2 in IPSL‐CM6A‐LR, which is 900 years long, and
GISS‐E2.2AP, which contains 81 years). All forcings in the abrupt4xCO2 simulations are identical to those
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in the piControl run, except for the CO2 concentrations, which are abruptly quadrupled from piControl
levels, and then are held constant throughout the entire length of the simulation (Eyring et al., 2016). The
large and constant forcing in the abrupt4xCO2 makes it possible to isolate robust changes, if any, to the
size and nature of changes to SSW properties. In the 1pctCO2 simulation, the CO2 concentration starts at
preindustrial levels and is increased at the rate of 1% per year. This simulation is used to estimate the rate
at which SSW frequency might change in the future (one aspect of the so‐called “dynamical sensitivity” of
the stratosphere; Grise & Polvani, 2016).

Anomalies are defined as the departure from the daily evolving annual cycle of each respective model. In the
piControl run, the climatology is based on the whole period, while in the historical run, only the 1979–2014
is considered for calculating the climatology. In the abrupt4xCO2 runs, a trend is identified in some variables
during the first 50 years following the switch‐on of the forcing. To avoid this trend, the climatologies are
computed after omitting the first 75 years except for IPSL‐CM6A‐LR where we omit the first 300 years,
but we keep the following 600 years. A similar omission of data is performed for the analysis of SFW or vor-
tex formation dates. In contrast, the full abrupt4xCO2 is considered when looking at SSW frequency as no
trend is detectable in the occurrence of these phenomena.

2.2. Methods

There has recently been a considerable discussion in the literature as to which metrics best characterize the
variability of the stratospheric polar vortex, in particular, extreme vortex weakening events (Butler et al.,
2015; Butler & Gerber, 2018). However, in a recent study, Ayarzagüena et al. (2018) found little dependence
on the choice of metrics in terms of documenting future changes in SSWs. Thus, we here focus only on a few,
widely used and easily implementing metrics of stratospheric variability. Future work will likely be able to
explore stratospheric variability in more detail and possibly reveal subtleties in changes to stratospheric cir-
culation not apparent in our initial analysis. Furthermore, focusing on commonly used diagnostics allows us
to place our work in the context of previously published studies on changes in, for example, SSW frequency.

Several aspects of the stratospheric polar vortex (formation, final breakdown, and variability) are analyzed
using the zonal mean zonal wind at 60°N and 10 hPa (u60N10hPa) for the NH and 60°S and 10 hPa for the SH.

Table 1
List of Models Included in the Analysis Indicating Their Resolution and the Ensemble Members Considered in Simulations (rXiXpXfX: Where r Corresponds
to Realization, i to Initialization, p to Physics, and f to Forcing)

Models Model resolution Ensemble members
Internally

generated QBO
Nr. of years
piControl run

Effective climate
sensitivity (K)

CanESM5 (Swart et al.,
2019a, 2019b)

T63L49, top 1 hPa r1i1p2f1 No 450 5.59

CESM2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2019, 2020) 1° × 1° L32, top 40 km r1i1p1f1 No 1,200 5.12
CESM2‐WACCM (Danabasoglu, 2019;
Gettelman et al., 2019)

1° × 1° L70, top 150km r1i1p1f1 Yes 500 4.61

CNRM‐ESM 2‐1 (Séférian, 2018;
Séférian et al., 2019)

Tl127L91, top 0.01 hPa r1i1p1f2 Yes 500 4.66

GFDL‐CM4 (Guo et al., 2018; Held et al., 2019) C96L33, top 1 hPa r1i1p1f1 No 140 3.84
GISS‐E2.2AP (NASA Goddard Institute for
Space Studies (NASA/GISS), 2018)

2° × 2.5°, top 0.002 hPa r1i1p1f1 Yes 81 2.1

HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL (Roberts, 2017;
Williams et al., 2018)

N261L85, top 85 km r1i1p1f3 except for
piControl run: r1i1p1f1

Yes 500 5.41

INM‐CM5‐0 (Volodin et al., 2017) 2° × 1.5º L73, top 0.2 hPa r1i1p1f1 Yes 154 2.1
IPSL‐CM6A‐LR (Boucher et al., 2018) N96, top 80 km r1i1p1f1 Yes 1,200 4.49
MIROC6 (Tatebe et al., 2019;
Tatebe & Watanabe, 2018)

T85L81, top 0.004 hPa r1i1p1f1 Yes 800 2.54

MRI‐ESM 2‐0 (Yukimoto, Koshiro, et al., 2019
Yukimoto, Kawai, et al., 2019)

TL159L80, top 0.01 hPa r1i1p1f1 Yes 200 3.30

UKESM1‐0‐LL (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2018;
Tang et al., 2019)

N96L85, top 85 km r1i1p1f2 Yes 1,100 5.27

Note. Effective climate sensitivity for CO2 doubling is taken from analysis by A. G. Pendergrass using Gregory et al. (2004) method (https://github.com/apender-
grass/cmip6‐ecs) apart from the estimate for GISS‐E2.2AP which was provided by a reviewer. We use the term “Effective Climate Sensitivity” here following the
discussion in and recommendation of Zelinka et al. (2020).
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1. SSWs are identified following the criterion proposed in Charlton and Polvani (2007), which is based on
the reversal in the sign of u60N10hPa from November to March. Their criterion includes two additional
restrictions: (1) Winds must return to westerly for at least 20 consecutive days between events and (2)
winds must return to westerly for at least 10 consecutive days before 30 April of each year. Recall that this
definition only identifies so‐called “major” SSWs. Here we do not examine other aspects of polar vortex
variability, such as vortex intensification events, wave reflection events, or minor stratospheric
warmings.

2. SFWs are defined as the last date in the spring on which u60N10hPa reverses and does not return to wes-
terly for more than 10 consecutive days (Butler & Gerber, 2018).

3. The polar vortex formation date is identified as the first time that u60N10hPa turns westerly after 1 July, in
the NH, and stays westerly for at least 10 days.

4. PJOs are identified by applying a slight variation of criteria established by Hitchcock et al. (2013), as the
original required finer vertical resolution than available. The newmetric has been validated in reanalysis
to ensure that similar results are obtained in this case as to those obtained by applying the original one
(not shown). Here, the identification is based on two time series PC1 = T'(5 hPa) – T'(100 hPa) and
PC2 = T'(50 hPa), where T' indicates the polar‐cap‐averaged temperature anomaly (from climatology)
at the specified pressure level. These time series are transformed into polar coordinates r(t) and phi(t),
and the central dates of events are defined by when the phase phi(t) passes counterclockwise through
3π/2, so long as the amplitude r(t) is greater than 2.5σ. Once a central date is defined, the starting date
of the event is defined by the most recent date prior to the central date when r(t) is below 1.5σ, and simi-
larly, the ending date of the event is defined by the earliest date following the central date when the r(t) is
below 1.5σ.

2.3. Statistical Methods

Two methods to calculate the statistical significance of changes to the SSW frequency are used: a parametric
method based on an assumption that the SSW frequency can be estimated using a Poisson point process and
a nonparametric bootstrapping technique based on resampling the piControl run of each model. Trends in
SSW frequency and the time of emergence of these trends are estimated by fitting a Generalized Linear
Model to the decadal SSW frequency estimates from each model. All three statistical methods are described
in detail in Appendix A.

3. Model Simulation of SSWsDuring theHistorical Period:Mean Frequency and
Seasonal Distribution

Prior to reporting changes in SSWs caused by increased CO2 concentrations, it is important to document the
models' ability to simulate SSW events during the period of overlap with reanalysis data: We do so by ana-
lyzing the historical simulations. Figure 1a shows the average frequency of SSWs during the period 1958–
2014 in JRA‐55 reanalysis (horizontal dashed line) and the corresponding value for the CMIP6 models (bars;
the numerical values are given in supporting information Table S1). In agreement with prior studies (e.g.,
Ayarzagüena et al., 2018; Charlton‐Pérez et al., 2013), we find a large spread across the models in the mean
frequency of SSW over that period. This spread is likely due, in part, to the large internal variability of the
polar wintertime stratosphere; even with an identical climate model, the frequency of SSWs can vary greatly
across different realizations, as demonstrated by Polvani et al. (2017).

Mindful of this large internal variability, it appears that only four of the models are significantly different
from JRA‐55, at the 95% confidence level. Three of these are the models with the lowest model tops
(CESM2, CanESM5, and GFDL‐CM4) that simulate fewer SSW events than JRA‐55 reanalysis. When com-
paring the seasonal distribution of SSW activity in these models with JRA‐55 (Figure 2), it is clear that for
two of them (GFDL‐CM4 and CESM2), the SSW activity is significantly shifted toward March, with few
SSWs observed in December and January. This is another common bias in low‐top models (Charlton‐
Pérez et al., 2013) and, more generally, in models with an overly strong polar vortex. It is also worth noting
that the three low‐top models mentioned above are the only ones lacking a simulated Quasi‐Biennial
Oscillation (QBO). The fourthmodel with an unrealistic SSW frequency (IPSL‐CM6A‐LR), in contrast, simu-
lates a very high number of SSWs, on average one per year during the historical period (instead of one every
other year). As detailed below, this model also stands out for its high frequency of warmings in the piControl
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run. While we retain these four models in our analysis, the simulated changes produced by these models
should be treated with caution given these biases.

Finally, considering the surprising occurrence of an SSW in the SH in 2002 (Krüger et al., 2005), we extended
the analysis to that hemisphere. Not a single SSW event was identified in the SH over the historical period in

Figure 1. (a) Average annual SSW frequency in the historical simulations (1958–2014) of the CMIP6 models. Black lines show 95% confidence estimates for the
annual frequency. Dashed black line corresponds to SSW frequency in the JRA‐55 reanalysis, with its 95% confidence interval in the light gray shading. (b)
Same as (a) but for SSW occurrence in the piControl (light gray bars) and abrupt4xCO2 simulations (dark gray bars). Black lines show 95% confidence intervals for
each estimate. Bars are ordered by the size of the difference between the two simulations.

Figure 2. SSW frequency distribution in the historical simulation of each model (blue line) and JRA‐55 reanalysis period (orange dashed line). The distribution has
been smoothed by a kernel smoother of a bandwidth of 10 days. Shading corresponds to 2.5th–97.5th percentile range of the bootstrap samples, that is, the 95%
confidence interval on the mean of the piControl simulation. (See more details about the determination of this interval in Appendix A1.2).
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the models analyzed here. One may be tempted to claim that the CMIP6 models are underestimating the
stratospheric variability in the SH, as spontaneous SSWs in the absence of stationary waves have been
reported in simple models (Kushner & Polvani, 2005). However, it remains to be demonstrated whether five
or six decades of observations are sufficient to make that claim.

4. Future Changes in Polar Stratospheric Variability
4.1. Future Changes in SSWs

Figure 1b displays the mean frequency of SSWs in both the piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations (numer-
ical values in Table S2). As discussed in section 2, all SSWs identified in the entire abrupt4xCO2 simulation
have been considered. We stress, however, that the main results presented below do not change significantly
if only the second 75 years of each abrupt4xCO2 simulation are used (not shown). Two different tests of the
statistical significance of the changes are conducted, providing a consistent indication of the statistical sig-
nificance of changes, although the precise p- values vary due to difference in the underlying assumptions.

Of the 12 models in our study, four models indicate a statistically significant decrease in SSW frequency,
while four indicate a statistically significant increase in SSW frequency. Thus, no consensus in the sign of
the change exists in the CMIP6 models, in agreement with the diversity of claims reported in the earlier lit-
erature. The lack of a robust change across the models is not due to a lack of sensitivity of SSW frequency to
increasing CO2: In fact, 8 of the 12 models indicate significant changes. Rather, the CMIP6 models suggest
that there is a great deal of uncertainty in the sign of the change, which varies between a near doubling in the
frequency of SSWs in some models and a near halving in others. These divergent responses of the models
may now be clearer in the CMIP6, where we can consider a stronger forcing (4xCO2) and have access to
longer records of daily data, compared to previous studies.

We also note that the lack of consensus in the CMIP6 models agrees with the recent study of Ayarzagüena
et al. (2018), who analyzed the chemistry climate model projections of the CCMI models, which were forced
with RCP6.0 scenario.While reporting a general tendency toward an increased frequency of SSWs by the end
of the current century, they also emphasized that most changes were not statistically significant.

We do not attempt to further analyze the causes of differences in the model responses here, other than to
note that within our set of models, one of the models indicating a significant reduction of SSW frequency
(CanESM5) and one of the models indicating a significant increase of SSW frequency (CESM2) have anom-
alously low SSW frequency and (in the case of CESM2) a biased seasonal distribution of SSW in the historical
simulations (Figure 2). Additionally, two models which show significant decreases in SSW frequency
(HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL and IPSL‐CM6A‐LR) have the highest frequency of SSW events in the piControl
and historical simulations. The IPSL‐CM6A‐LR has a significant bias in SSW frequency and presents some
strong biases in the representation of QBO in the abrupt4xCO2 simulation. Nevertheless, even if we did not
consider the four models with biases in the representation of SSWs in the historical period (CanESM5,
CESM2, IPSL‐CM6A‐LR, and GFDL‐CM4), the main conclusion on the uncertainty in the sign of SSW
changes would remain the same.

We also briefly examined the relationship between the change in SSW frequency and possible predictors of
the change, including the frequency of SSWs in the piControl and historical simulations and the Effective
Climate Sensitivity (ECS; Gregory et al., 2004) (Figure 3). Recall that ECS gives a measure of the equilibrium
change of the global surface temperature after a doubling of CO2. As can be seen from Figure 3, models that
have a larger frequency of SSWs in the piControl run and models that have a larger ECS seem to produce
large reductions in SSW frequency under large CO2 forcing. A notable outlier from the main relationship
here is the GISS‐E2.2AP model but note that shorter simulations are available for this model than for others
in the ensemble which also means that the uncertainty on the estimate of the piControl SSW frequency for
this model is large.

Excluding GISS‐E2.2AP, the correlation between SSW frequency changes and ECS is −0.52 with a probabil-
ity value of obtaining results at least as extreme as the computed correlation (pvalue) of 0.12. However, with
GISS‐E2.2AP included in the ensemble, the correlation drops to−0.33 and is not significant. The correlation
between piControl frequency and SSW frequency changes is −0.50 with a pvalue of 0.10 with all models
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included. Further analysis of a larger ensemble would be required to determine the robustness of
these relationships.

Although not addressed in the literature, a relationship between ECS and SSW frequency changes might be
possible given some previous results connected to this topic. Shepherd andMcLandress (2011) and Grise and
Polvani (2016) documented a link between the strengthening of the subtropical jet and stratospheric wave
driving and between ECS and dynamical changes, respectively. Moreover, Li et al. (2007) have argued that
the subtropical jet, and tropospheric state in general, might control the upward planetary wave propagation.
In this sense, the meridional gradient of the upper tropospheric temperature in the piControl simulation
(computed as in Harvey et al., 2014) was found to be linked to the SSW frequency changes under high
CO2 concentrations. The correlation between both variables is −0.61 (pvalue 0.04). Thus, a model bias in
the tropospheric state affects the stratospheric response to increasing CO2, probably due to its effects on
wave propagation. In addition, an intriguing examination of the relationship between changes in the tropo-
spheric state and SSW frequency is shown in the bottom row of panels of Figure 3. Again, GISS‐E2.2AP is an
outlier in Figures 3c–3f. Excluding, GISS‐E2.2AP, there is a significant correlation between changes in SSWs
and changes in the polar lower tropospheric temperature (−0.89, pvalue < 0.01) and the lower tropospheric
temperature gradient (0.79, pvalue < 0.01). In contrast, correlations between the upper tropospheric tem-
perature changes and SSW frequency are generally smaller, with the highest correlation between the tropical
upper tropospheric temperature change and SSW frequency change (−0.62, pvalue 0.06). With GISS‐E2.2AP

Figure 3. Scatter plots of the change of SSW frequency between the piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations versus (a) the frequency in the piControl simulations,
(b) the frequency in the historical simulations, (c) the ECS, (d) the change in tropical temperature at 250 hPa, (e) the change in polar temperature at 850 hPa,
and (f) the difference in tropical‐polar temperature difference at 850 hPa. In (a) and (b), the gray dashed line shows the observed SSW frequency in the JRA‐55
reanalysis (0.64 SSW per year). The temperature regions in (d)–(f) are defined as in Harvey et al. (2014).
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included, the lower tropospheric correlations are reduced but have pvalues smaller than 0.05, while the
correlation with tropical upper tropospheric temperature does not (−0.49, pvalue 0.12).

Of these three critical temperature parameters, temperatures in the upper tropical troposphere and polar
lower troposphere are correlated with the ECS. As more dynamical diagnostics suitable for detailed exami-
nation of the wave generation and propagation in the models become available, it will be very interesting to
try to understand the robustness and causes of these relationships. We also note the interesting recent result
of Zelinka et al. (2020) that models with higher climate sensitivity in CMIP6 generally have reduced low
cloud cover in midlatitude and polar regions.

To further examine the changes in SSW frequency under 4xCO2 forcing, we have analyzed the entire distri-
bution of daily u60N10hPa in December‐January‐February in the piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations
(Figure 4). The four models with a significant decrease in SSWs frequency in Figure 1b (HadGEM3‐GC31‐
LL, CanESM5, IPSL‐CM6A‐LR, and INM‐CM5‐0) are also those that show the largest shift of the
u60N10hPa distribution toward stronger vortex speeds in the abrupt4xCO2 experiment. Interestingly, the
opposite does not always apply to models with a significant increase in SSWs. The models with the largest
changes in SSW frequency, MIROC6 and CESM2‐WACCM, show small changes to either the median or
standard deviation of the u60N10hPa (Table S3). This would agree with the results of Taguchi (2017) who
pointed out SSW frequency does not only correlate with vortex strength but also wave activity.

A similar analysis was repeated for the zonal‐mean zonal wind at 10 hPa averaged between 70° and 80°N
(not shown). That latitude band was found by Manzini et al. (2014) to display significant future changes
in wind inmost models, unlike the 60°N latitude where no robust future changes were found in CMIP5mod-
els because the opposed effects of subtropical jet and stratospheric polar vortex changes might combine at
that latitude. However, in our case, the main conclusions remain the same. Those models that show a shift
of the u60N10hPa distribution toward stronger vortex speeds under 4xCO2 forcing also display a sharper peak

Figure 4. Probability distribution of daily zonalmean zonal wind at 60°N and 10 hPa (m/s) for the piControl (blue) and abrupt4xCO2 (orange) experiments. Dashed
lines represent the median value of the distribution in each integration.
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of high values of u at 70°–80°N suggesting lower variability in that region, consistent with a stronger and
larger vortex.

We have also examined potential changes in SSW seasonality. However, despite the already mentioned
changes detected in SSW frequency in some models, the drastic increase in CO2 concentrations does not
appear to substantially affect the seasonal distribution of SSWs (not shown).

Finally, motivated by the recent occurrence of a minor but highly publicized SSW event in the SH in
September 2019 (Hendon et al., 2019), together with the occurrence of a major SSW in September 2002,
we also examined the CMIP6 models to determine the extent to which the likelihood of similar events might
change under the extreme climate forcing in the abrupt4xCO2 runs. Only 1 of our 12 models (MRI‐ESM 2‐0)
simulates an SSW in both the piControl and the abrupt4xCO2 simulations. Thus, these runs provide no evi-
dence for the claim of possible trends in the frequency of SSWs in the SH that would be caused by increased
CO2 concentrations.

4.2. Trends in SSW Frequency and Time of Emergence

For the model integrations which show a statistically significant increase or decrease in SSW frequency
between the piControl and the abrupt4xCO2 runs, it is useful to consider when and whether the trend in
SSW frequency might be detected in a simulation with continuously increasing CO2 forcing. A useful way
to frame climate trends is in terms of the time of emergence of the signal from the unforced climate noise
(Hawkins & Sutton, 2012). This question is examined by studying the occurrence of SSWs in the 1pctCO2

runs, an idealized scenario.

Trend estimates for each model are shown in Figure 5a (numerical values in Table S4). Results reveal that
there are six models (light gray bars) for which the null hypothesis of no trend in SSW frequency can be
rejected, but consistent with the results of the previous section, the sign of this trend is not robust across
models. While CanESM5 and HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL show a significant decrease, CNRM‐ESM 2‐1, CESM2‐
WACCM, GFDL‐CM4, and MRI‐ESM 2‐0 show a significant increase. Recall that for the abrupt4xCO2 runs
(Figure 1b), CNRM‐ESM 2‐1 and CESM2‐WACCM also indicated a statistically significant increase in SSW
frequency compared to the piControl runs, while GFDL‐CM4 and MRI‐ESM 2‐0 did not (although they did
indicate an increased frequency). CanESM5 and HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL both showed a statistically
significant decrease.

One can also estimate a time of emergence of the trend by comparing the trend in the 1pctCO2 runs with the
natural variability in SSW frequency from the piControl run (see Appendix A.2 for details in the procedure).
For the models with a significant trend, the decade of emergence is shown in Figure 5b. There is a wide-
spread in the projected time of emergence for the models with a significant trend, varying from the fifth dec-
ade to fourteenth decade. This result reflects both the variation in the trend across the models and the spread

Figure 5. (a) Estimated fractional change in SSW frequency by the seventh decade of the 1pctCO2 simulations. Light gray shaded lines indicate that the trend of
SSW frequency in the model is significantly different from zero at a pvalue of 0.05. Dashed line indicates trend equal to 1, that is, no trend in the SSWs
frequency. (b) Decade of emergence of SSW frequency trend for those models in which the trend term is significantly different from zero, calculated as described in
the main text.
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in the estimated variability in SSW frequency (the noise) in the piControl simulations. Since the time of CO2

doubling occurs between the sixth and seventh decade in the 1pctCO2 run and approximately by 2060–2070
in the RCP8.5 scenario (Meinshausen et al., 2017), these results indicate that the emergence of a detectable
change in SSW frequency is extremely unlikely prior to the end of the 21st century.

5. Future Changes in the Seasonal Cycle of the Polar Stratosphere

Since, according to linear theory, the vertical propagation of stationary Rossby waves is restricted to periods
with westerly winds, stratospheric variability is largely confined to the winter season (e.g., Charney &
Drazin, 1961). When considering how stratospheric variability might change in future climates, it is there-
fore also important to consider the extent to which the timing and length of the winter season in the strato-
sphere might also change.

Figures 6a and 6b show the distribution of dates of formation and final breakdown of the boreal stratospheric
polar vortex, respectively, in the piControl, historical, and abrupt4xCO2 CMIP6 simulations. In these plots
the first years of the abrupt4xCO2 simulations (75 or 300 years) have been omitted similar to the procedure
followed to calculate the climatology. Nevertheless, conclusions do not change when considering the whole
data record for abrupt4xCO2 runs.

First, let us consider the historical model simulations and contrast them to the reanalysis. Over the period
1958–2014, the polar vortex forms earlier in all models than it does in the reanalysis, with the exception
of IPSL‐CM6A‐LR. In contrast, the SFW date is well reproduced by models. The latter implies an improve-
ment with respect to previous generations of climate models, such as those contributing to CCMVal and
CMIP5, which simulated a delayed SFW (Butchart et al., 2011; Kelleher et al., 2019). CMIP6 models are also
good at simulating the different range of interannual variability in the dates of vortex formation and SFW,
the latter being considerably larger than the former.

Second, we consider the changes caused by increased CO2, both for the formation and the final breakdown
of the boreal polar vortex: These display robust changes across models. The polar vortex forms earlier and
persists for longer in the abrupt4xCO2 scenario than in the piControl runs (Figures 6a and 6b). This signal
is particularly clear and is significant in most of the models in the case of the vortex formation. Although half
of the models do not show a significant change, there is a clear consensus in the sign of the SFW change
across these models.

Interestingly, the models with the largest delay of SFW in the abrupt4xCO2 simulation (CanESM5,
HadGEM3.GC31‐LL, and IPSL‐CM6A‐LR) are also those with the largest reduction in the frequency of
SSWS. This indicates that the long persistence of the vortex is related to a stronger and colder vortex during
the extended winter, rather than to the effect of SSWs on the SFWs timing suggested by Hu et al. (2014). The
year‐round radiative effect of CO2, which is associated with a warming tropical upper troposphere and a
cooling stratosphere, increases the upper‐level meridional temperature gradient and leads to a
longer‐lived polar vortex. Indeed, a positive and significant correlation (~0.65) has been found between
the degree of change in the duration of the polar vortex per winter and the warming of the tropical upper
troposphere in models between piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations. Why this influence occurs primar-
ily in early fall and spring may be tied to the seasonality of the upper tropospheric warming (Harvey et al.,
2014) and the dynamical driving of the polar vortex. Indeed, the wave activity is typically weaker during the
transition season (particularly in Autumn) than inmidwinter (Kodera et al., 2003), and so the radiative effect
of increased CO2 on the stratosphere dominates. In sum, models predict an increase of around 30 days of
westerly winds in the abrupt4xCO2 simulations, a substantial increase in the time of the year over which
stratospheric variability is active and can couple with the troposphere.

A similar analysis has been performed for the SH. Because planetary wave activity is much weaker in the SH
than in the NH (Andrews et al., 1987), radiative CO2 forcing dominates the SH polar vortex response to
increasing CO2 concentrations and so causes a robust strengthening. In many models, the extreme CO2 con-
centrations prevent the polar vortex from disappearing at all during austral summer, leading to perpetual
westerly conditions in the stratosphere, so we do not show the results for the abrupt4xCO2 simulation.
The distribution of SFW dates for piControl and historical simulations is displayed in Figure 6c. Unlike in
the NH, the distribution of SFWs in the SH already shifts toward a later date in the historical period with
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Figure 6. Box plots showing the distribution of dates of (a) polar vortex formation and (b) stratospheric final warming in
the Northern Hemisphere for the piControl (blue), historical (green), and abrupt‐4xCO2 (red) simulations for all models
and JRA‐55 reanalysis. (c) Same as (b) but for the Southern Hemisphere and only in piControl and historical runs. The
interquartile range is represented by the size of the box, and the inside line (black cross) corresponds to the median
(mean). Whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum points in the distribution that are not outliers. Outliers (red
crosses) are defined as points with values greater than 3/2 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box.
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respect to the piControl conditions. Although the attribution of changes in the length of the winter season to
CO2 is complicated, ozone depletion in austral spring over the historical period might be responsible, based
on previous literature (e.g., McLandress et al., 2010; Oberländer‐Hayn et al., 2015).

6. Future Changes in the Surface Impact of SSW Events
6.1. Surface Response to SSW Events

In addition to changes in SSW frequency, amplitude, and seasonality, it is also conceivable that the surface
impact of SSW events might change as a consequence of increased CO2. While detailed quantitative descrip-
tion of the mechanism for coupling between SSW events and surface remains elusive, there is now a large
body of evidence quantifying the amplitude and spatial structure of the surface pressure and temperature
responses following SSW events (e.g., Baldwin & Dunkerton, 2001; Butler et al., 2017; Polvani et al.,
2017). A number of studies point to the importance of eddy‐jet feedbacks in determining this surface
response (e.g.,Garfinkel et al., 2013 ; Kushner & Polvani, 2004 ; Song & Robinson, 2004). It is therefore plau-
sible that together with changes in the position and variability of the extratropical jet caused by CO2

increases, one might be able to detect changes in the surface response following SSW events.

To test this idea, we analyze first composite maps of anomalous surface temperature and sea‐level pressure
(SLP) for the period 15–60 days after SSWs in the piControl simulation (Figure 7). In nearly all models, we
obtain the typical SLP and surface temperature patterns following SSWs that are also detected in reanalysis
(although CO2 forcing is different), that is, negative Northern Annular Mode pattern (particularly over the
pole) and Eurasian cooling and Northeastern American warming. None of the models produce a positive
SLP anomaly in the Pacific basin that can be found in the JRA55 composite though. Despite the relatively
structural similarities across models, the amplitude of the response can vary by a factor of 2 or 3 between
them. The amplitudes of SLP anomalies in 5 of the 11 models (CESM2‐WACCM, GFDL‐CM4, HadGEM3‐
GC31‐LL, IPSL‐CM6A‐LR, and MIROC6) are too weak. Moreover, even the rest of the models that do a rea-
sonable job of the polar cap SLP signal significantly underestimate the surface temperature response over the
Labrador Sea and to the east of Greenland. This is consistent with Hitchcock and Simpson (2014) that argued
the near‐surface temperature response to SSWwas underestimated in specific regions in CMIP5models. The
amplitude of the signal in the troposphere does not correlate with the SSW frequency. It is also not a problem
of model biases in the simulation of SSWsmentioned in section 3 either. The large SSW sample size from the
piControl simulations means that the estimates of surface impact are very robust.

Second, we compare the SLP pattern after SSWs in the abrupt4xCO2 and piControl simulations (Figure 8,
differences in SLP between both runs are shown in shading). The overall SSW signal in SLP appears
unchanged between the piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations, except in three models (CESM2,
HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL, and IPSL‐CM6A‐LR) that produce a significantly stronger Northern Annular
Mode‐like response. However, in the Pacific basin, there are some indications about a potential more general
change due to a higher CO2 loading. Indeed, 6 of the 11 models exhibit a statistically stronger negative SLP
anomaly in that area under abrupt4xCO2 forcing than in the piControl runs. This could be related to some
changes in the tropospheric precursors of SSWs because these anomalies have been identified as the remain-
der of the deepening of the Aleutian low preceding SSWs in observations (Ayarzagüena et al., 2019; Charlton
& Polvani, 2007). Nevertheless, more work is required to understand all the details.

Please note that when restricting the analysis to the years 75–150 in IPSL‐CM6A‐LR, similar results are
found but with a reduction in the areas with statistical significance due to a lower number of
events considered.

6.2. PJOs

In this subsection we focus on specific events (PJOs) that are closely related to SSWs and the
stratosphere‐troposphere coupling (Hitchcock et al., 2013). As indicated in section 1, their strong and persis-
tent tropospheric response explains the interest in investigating possible changes in the occurrence of these
events for increasing CO2 concentrations.

First, examining the surface response to PJOs in the piControl experiment (Figure S1) confirms that these
events in models have a stronger signal in the troposphere than all SSWs too. In JRA‐55, roughly half of
all SSWs are associated with a PJO event (PJO SSW) (solid line in Figure 9). Six models include the
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Figure 7. Composite maps of anomalous SLP (contour interval 1 hPa) and 2 m temperature (shading) for 15/60 days after
SSWs in piControl simulation and JRA‐55 reanalysis (bottom right). Green stippling indicates statistically significant
differences in SLP from JRA‐55 reanalysis at the 95% confidence level. Numbers in titles indicate the number of events
considered.
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Figure 8. Abrupt4xCO2‐minus‐piControl composite maps of anomalous SLP (shading, hPa) for 15/60 days after SSWs.
Anomalous SLP after SSWs in piControl run is shown in contours (interval: 1 hPa). Green stippling indicates statisti-
cally significant differences from piControl run at the 95% confidence level. Numbers in titles indicate the number of
events considered in the piControl (piC) and abrupt4xCO2 (4x) simulations.
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JRA‐55 value of the ratio of PJO SSW events in their confidence interval in the piControl simulations (MRI‐
ESM 2‐0, UKESM1‐0‐LL, CanESM5, HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL, INM‐CM5‐0, and GFDL‐CM4). The other models
underestimate this fraction. However, we do not find a clear relationship between this fraction and the
amplitude of SLP pattern following SSWs. For instance, HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL and GFDL‐CM4 simulate a
very weak SLP pattern (Figure 7), but the ratio of PJO SSWs is close to observations or even larger.

In the future, similar to changes in SSW frequency, there is no robust response of PJO SSWs across models to
increasing CO2 (Figure 9). Roughly half of the models show a decrease and half of them an increase in PJO
SSW events between the piControl and abrupt4xCO2 simulations. More interestingly, two of the three mod-
els with a stronger Northern Annular Mode response to SSWs in the abrupt4xCO2 run (IPSL‐CM6A‐LR and
HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL) display an increase in this subset of SSWs too. The other one (CESM2) does not show a
significant change in the fraction of SSWs that are PJOs. Nevertheless, given the low number of models, it is
difficult to make a direct link between changes in the number of PJO SSWs and stronger SSW coupling to the
surface under increased CO2 loading.

7. Conclusions

SSWs are the primary dynamical event in the wintertime polar stratosphere and have clear impacts on the
tropospheric circulation on subseasonal to seasonal time scales. This study takes advantage of the new sets
of simulations available through the DynVarMIP subproject of CMIP6 to revisit a number of questions about
how SSW events and the stratospheric seasonal cycle might respond to quadrupled CO2 concentrations. In
comparison with previous rounds of CMIP and comparisons made as part of the CCMVal and CCMI pro-
jects, the new simulations provide significant advances in our ability to study SSWs. In particular, the long
piControl runs and the availability of daily data of abrupt4xCO2 simulations from a large number of high‐top
models are unprecedented.

From our analysis of the 12 models for which sufficient daily time resolution stratospheric data were avail-
able, these conclusions can be drawn about the impact of extreme CO2 concentrations on SSW events:

1. There is no consensus amongmodels on the sign of changes in SSW frequency to increase in CO2 forcing.
2. It is, however, possible to say with confidence that many models predict that SSW frequency is sensitive

to increase in CO2 forcing.
3. There is no change to the impact of SSW events in the North Atlantic between the abrupt4xCO2 and

piControl simulations. In the North Pacific, there is some indication that under large CO2 forcing, there
will be a larger mean response to SSW events.

Figure 9. Fraction (%) of SSWs that are also PJOs in piControl (solid bars) and abrupt4xCO2 (open bar) runs. Horizontal
black solid and dashed line correspond to the mean value and the 2.5th–97.5th percentile range in JRA‐55 reanalysis,
respectively. Error bars are based on bootstrapping.
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4. With the exception of MRI‐ESM‐2‐0, predicted trends in SSW frequency are small relative to natural
variability (as characterized by the piControl simulations of each model). This is not to say that SSW
changes are themselves small (three models predict frequency changes of more than a factor of 2 com-
pared to piControl conditions) but more a reflection of the large, natural decadal variability in SSW
occurrence. As such, changes in SSW frequency are unlikely to be observed until the end of the 21st
century.

5. Robust changes to the seasonal cycle in the stratosphere are predicted by all models. The stratospheric
polar vortex is likely to form earlier and decay later in the future. This extends the season in which the
stratosphere can actively couple to the troposphere and influence surface weather.

6. There is no evidence of an increased likelihood of major SSWs in the SH in the future.

These results underscore the conclusions of a number of previous studies of SSW events and also motivate
the need for more detailed understanding of the stratospheric momentum budget in models as advocated
by, for example, Wu et al. (2019), which is now possible with the simulations available through
DynVarMIP. Similarly, developing an understanding of how both model formulation and resolution and
ECS might influence dynamical sensitivity in the stratosphere remains an important but unsolved challenge
for the stratospheric dynamics community.

Appendix A: Statistical Framework

A.1. Statistical Methodology for Comparing SSW Frequency
A.1.1. Parametric Method

To compare the frequency of SSW events in two models or between a model and observations, it can be
assumed that each data sample is a Poisson process with an annual rate λi. The difference between the inten-
sity of the two processes Δλ is given in equation (A1)

Δλ ¼ λ0− λ1ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ0
N0

þ λ1
N1

q : (A1)

This can bemodeled with a normal distribution providing the frequency of observed events is greater than 30
(Charlton et al. 2007). This approach has been widely used in the literature.

An alternative approach that compares the ratio of the rate of the two Poisson processes has been studied by
Gu et al. (2008).

H0:λ0=λ1 ¼ 1 against HA:λ0=λ1≠1: (A2)

Gu et al. (2008) suggest that a conservative test statistic with high power is the one suggested by Huffman
(1984) (here Xi is the number of SSWs in each data set and ρ = t0/t1 the ratio of the length of observation
of the two processes):

W X0;X1ð Þ ¼
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X0 þ 3

8

q
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ X1 þ 3

8

� �qh i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ρ

p : (A3)

The pvalue for this statistic is estimated as in equation (A4), where ϕ is the cumulative distribution function
of the standard normal and the observed value of the test statistic W(X0,X1) = w(x0, x1):

p ¼ 1− 2*Φ wj x0; x1ð Þ� �
: (A4)

This is the parametric test statistic used to compare SSW frequency. In addition to calculating the pvalue of
any test statistic, it is also useful, a priori, to estimate the statistical power of any testing framework. Tests
with high statistical power minimize the likelihood of Type‐II errors (i.e., that the null hypothesis is not
rejected when it is, indeed, false). For the test statistic described above, we estimated the statistical power
for a comparison with observations of 60 winters with an SSW frequency of 0.6. Assuming a pvalue of
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0.05, the statistical power of the test is high (above 0.8) for model integrations of more than 100 winters (the
null hypothesis will be rejected with a probability above 0.8) which is the case for all comparisons in this
study apart from the comparison between the historical simulations and the JRA‐55 reanalysis. In this later
case, the power of the test is low only for cases in which the observed and modeled SSW frequency is very
similar (i.e., for model SSW frequencies of 0.2 and 1 SSW per year, the power is greater than 0.8).

A.1.2. Bootstrapping Method

As an alternative to the parametric test, we can also construct a bootstrapping test as outlined by Boos (2003).
We assume that there are two sets of independent samples of the number of SSW events in each season {X1,
… , Xm} and {Y1,… , Yn}. To determine the confidence interval for the difference of mean frequency of the two
sets μx − μy, two samples (of equal size to the original samples) are drawn from the pooled observation set
{X1, … , Xm, Y1, … , Yn}, with replacement. The pvalue of the true observation is calculated as the number
of bootstrap samples with an absolute difference greater than the true value. In all cases, 10,000 boostrap
sample are drawn.

This bootstrapping technique was also applied to determine the confidence intervals on the seasonal distri-
bution of SSW frequency. We choose to perform the bootstrapping on individual winters over a block boot-
strapping approach to increase the sample size available for models that have a limited length of piControl
simulation available. We have, therefore, assumed that there is no autocorrelation from one winter to the
next, but comparison with a block‐bootstrapping approach for the models that have long piControl simula-
tions produced similar uncertainty ranges (not shown), indicating that this assumption is reasonable. For
Figure 2, the uncertainty range is derived from the piControl simulation. Since there are 57 years in the
JRA55 record, we resample 57 years from the piControl simulation, with replacement and recalculate the
SSW distribution, normalized by the number of SSWs in that sample. This is repeated 1,000 times, and
the uncertainty range shows the 2.5th to 97.5th percentile range of these 1,000 samples (95% confidence
interval), that is, this is the uncertainty range from the model with an equivalent number of years to that
of the observations.

A.2. Trend in SSW Frequency and Time of Emergence

Analogously to the method of Hawkins and Sutton (2012), the time of emergence of a “signal” in the fre-
quency of SSW events is estimated by comparing the size of the trend in SSW frequency in the 1pctCO2
simulations with the “noise” determined from the piControl simulation of the same model.

To calculate the signal term in each integration, a Generalized Linear Model fit to the data with a logarith-
mic link function implemented in R is used. Trend estimates for decadal SSW frequency in the 1pctCO2
simulations. Modification to the method following (https://stats.idre.ucla.edu/r/dae/poisson‐regression/)
to account for cases with mild violation of the Poisson distribution in the models is included. The resulting
regression equation is of the form:

Fssw tð Þ ¼ eβ0þβt t: (A5)

Trend terms are expressed as a fractional multiplier of the count per decade. Due to the low mean annual
frequency of SSW events, the noise on annual mean frequency estimates is large, therefore when estimating
trends in SSW frequency and time of emergence, we consider the decadal mean SSW frequency. This means
that time of emergence calculations are limited to the decade of emergence.
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